Lesson:
Journey of Peace French lesson 2, Comics.

Comic:
Comic 5 'Altogether now'.

Overview of Key Skills
Pupils to describe an event:- Less able pupils to fill in key words- -nouns and
adjectives and to demonstrate understanding of key words.
More able pupils to write in sentences, using key words in French, accurately.

Cross-curricular links
Literacy ; Citizenship ; History.

Learning
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including ICT
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1. Less able pupils to demonstrate understanding of key words describing a historical event- All together now- in French.
2. More able pupils to both demonstrate understanding of key phrases in French, describing a historical event and to translate an English description of this event into
accurate French.

In simple descriptions an event can be described using headings of key questions words and then filling in details.
More complex descriptions necessitate the use of verbs, possibly different tenses, a broad range of vocabulary including previously unknown vocabulary that has to be
looked for in the dictionary.
Use of comics- in English and translated into French.

All puipils should be able to work on French into English descriptions, with the support of dictionaries and vocabulary books.
More able pupils should be able to produce exact and accurate translations- first French into English and then English into French (may use 'tangled translations')
Less able pupils to read aloud French descriptions of the event from Comic 5.
More able pupils to read out their French translations of the text from Comic 5, written in English.

Comics, Dictionaries, Vocabulary books.

Qu'est-ce qui se passe ? Où ? Quand ?, Qui est-ce ? Qu'est-ce qu'on fait ? Pourquoi ?.
Vocabulary

Success
Criteria
Assessment
Opportunities

Les soldats, anglais, allemand, la première guerre mondiale, secouer les mains, chanter, des chants de Noël, jouer au foot, arrêter la bataille, continuer, Nous sommes
tous ensemble maintenant.
Learning objectives achieved.
Teacher observation of pupill engagement ; accurate translations French into English and English into French.
Understanding demonstrated ;Key vocabulary in French used accurately.

